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INTRODUCTION
Prolonged stay in acute hospitals increases the risk of hospital-acquired infections in older patients, and disrupts patient flow and access to care due to bed shortages. We aimed to investigate the factors associated with prolonged length of stay (pLOS) among older patients (aged ≥ 78 years) in a tertiary hospital, to identify the potentially modifiable risk factors that could direct interventions to reduce length of stay (LOS).

METHODS
During a three-month period from January 2013 to March 2013, we identified 72 patients with pLOS (LOS ≥ 21 days) and compared their demographic and clinical variables with that of 281 randomly selected control patients (LOS < 21 days) using univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses.

RESULTS
The mean age of the patients was 85.30 ± 5.34 years; 54% of them were female and 72% were of Chinese ethnicity. Logistic regression revealed the following significant factors for increased LOS: discharge to intermediate and long-term care services (odds ratio [OR] 9.22, 95% confidence interval [CI] 3.56–23.89; p < 0.001); increased severity of illness (OR 2.41, 95% CI 1.12–5.21; p = 0.025); and presence of caregiver stress (OR 3.85, 95% CI 1.67–8.91; p = 0.002).

CONCLUSION
Presence of caregiver stress and nursing home placement are potential modifiable risk factors of pLOS among older patients. Early identification and management of caregiver stress, as well as expediting discharge planning, may help to reduce the length of stay for this cohort.
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INTRODUCTION
An ageing population can increase the burden on the healthcare system, including greater utilisation of hospital beds, prolonged length of stay (pLOS) and an attendant rise in healthcare cost. Therefore, ageing societies have attempted to innovate using novel care models, with the dual goals of providing optimal healthcare for the elderly and minimising the fiscal burden on the system.

In 2013, statistics showed that 10.5% of the Singapore population were over 65 years of age. Meanwhile, other studies suggest that older patients constitute an increased proportion of hospital occupancies, accounting for 31.8% of male and 35.1% of female admissions, and tend to stay longer. Prolonged stay in acute hospitals increases the risk of hospital-acquired infections, and disrupts patient flow and access to care due to bed shortages. The hospital bed crunch problem raises concerns about patient safety and the adequacy of healthcare infrastructure. It is therefore timely and pertinent to evaluate the factors underlying prolonged hospitalisation among older patients to guide the design of interventions that can be trialled to ameliorate the problem.

Extant literature has revealed several putative factors associated with the prolonged stay and delayed discharge seen among older patients in hospitals. Demographic factors such as age, ethnicity, gender and income have been explored. According to Falcone et al, older age was associated with prolonged hospitalisation. Interestingly, a study by Ohwaki et al found that women living with only their husband were associated with pLOS.

A recent study by Bo et al revealed associations between prolonged hospital stay and cognitive impairment, functional dependence and higher comorbidity burden. Other studies have also evidenced that poorer functional status, the presence of cognitive impairment and walking difficulties are associated with pLOS. Fick et al further identified that patients with delirium superimposed on dementia had a higher likelihood of delayed discharge from hospitals. Among patients with dementia, caregiver support and burden are important predictors of pLOS, just as poor nutritional status is an important predictor for older adults. Expectedly, clinical factors, such as the principal admitting diagnosis and burden of comorbidities, have been shown to be important.

Postdischarge care is a crucial determinant of acute hospital length of stay (LOS). Studies have revealed the importance of discharge destination (particularly to community hospitals and nursing homes) and adequacy of care by caregivers following discharge in determining the duration of the patient’s hospital stay. In particular, the availability of caregiver assistance and support, presence of dementia and admission to intermediate and long-term care (LTC) services have emerged as the most significant factors.

Despite the considerable number of studies published, there have hitherto been very few local studies exploring this issue. In 2006, a study by Lim et al found that social factors, such as the absence of a caregiver, the wait for bed availability in nursing homes and medical factors (including sepsicaemia and cardiovascular disorders), were associated with delayed discharge in determining the duration of hospital stay.
hospital discharge. However, this earlier study was primarily descriptive in nature and no comparisons were made with patient groups that did not have prolonged stay. Also, as the study was conducted nearly a decade ago, it is likely that different factors may currently be at play.

In view of the above, the present study sought to explore the possible factors associated with pLOS among older patients in an acute tertiary hospital setting in Singapore. It was hoped that interventions targeting the factors identified, especially those that are potentially modifiable, could help to ameliorate the problem of pLOS in older patients.

METHODS

Over a three-month period from January 2013 to March 2013, the medical case records of patients who were aged ≥ 78 years and admitted to the Department of Geriatric Medicine at Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore, were extracted from the hospital’s electronic medical records database; this constituted the sampling frame. Patients who were in the intensive care unit and isolation ward for infection control were excluded. Patients who died during the hospital stay were likewise not included in the study. The records of all patients with pLOS were reviewed. A random sample (50%) of patients who did not meet the criteria for pLOS was also selected using computer-generated random selection, to constitute the non-pLOS group. The final sample comprised 72 pLOS patients and 281 non-pLOS patients. Ethics approval was granted by the National Healthcare Group Domain Specific Review Board.

pLOS was defined as LOS ≥ 21 days, which is consistent with the local Health Ministry’s operational definition, wherein the status of patients who are ‘medically fit for discharge’ but still not discharged at LOS ≥ 21 days are monitored and reported. However, patients with LOS ≥ 21 days were included in our study regardless of fitness for discharge. Two clinicians who were not involved in the care of patients during their hospital stay extracted the relevant data from the patients’ case records. Information obtained included demographic characteristics (e.g. age, gender and ethnicity), primary diagnosis, comorbidities, severity of acute illness, functional status, discharge destination, patient’s living arrangement (i.e. alone or with caregiver/relative) and presence of caregiver stress, as evidenced in the clinical notes or social worker’s reports. Key terms to indicate caregiver stress, which were used to search the clinical notes, included: stress, strain, burden, fatigue and burnout.

Severity of acute illness during hospitalisation was measured using the Severity of Illness Rating Scale (SIRS), and categorised as low, moderate or high. SIRS evaluates the severity of illness based on patient symptoms, vital signs and the need for intensive care unit or high dependency unit admission. Patients’ functional status during the admission was determined using the Modified Barthel Index (MBI), an 11-item scale assessing basic activities of daily living (total score = 100 points), on which higher scores indicate better function and independence. For patients with more than one MBI assessment during the course of hospitalisation, the last MBI score before eventual discharge was used for analysis. The Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) was used to evaluate comorbidities. It assigns relative weights to different comorbidities, according higher weights to diseases with higher burden; the sum of the weights indicates the overall comorbidity burden.

Patient characteristics were reported using descriptive analysis. Univariate analysis was first performed to study the differences between pLOS patients and non-pLOS patients. Chi-square test was used for categorical independent variables. For continuous independent variables, Student’s t-test was used as the parametric test and Mann-Whitney U test as the non-parametric test. Logistic regression analysis was carried out to assess the likelihood of the factors’ contribution to pLOS. To prevent over-fitting the regression model, only factors with a probability (p-value) < 0.05 on univariate analysis were used as independent factors for logistic regression. Factors were retained or removed from the model following a forward selection design, based on the likelihood ratio test and using p < 0.05 as the entry criterion. All statistical data was analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 22.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS

Among the 353 patient records included in the study, 72 patients had pLOS. Total LOS for all the patients was 2–128 days. Slightly more than half (54%) of the patients were female and most (72%) were of Chinese ethnicity. The mean age of the patients was 85.30 ± 5.34 years; 88% of the patients were aged > 80 years. 39% were married, with the remaining (61%) patients being single, divorced or widowed. A small number (9%) of patients lived alone. Most (86%) patients resided in their own homes and 14% of patients lived in ILTC institutions.

Only 65% of the Abbreviated Mental Test (AMT) scores were recorded, and the mean score was 5.49 ± 2.85 (range 0–10). The remaining 35% of scores were not assessed, as these patients were either uncommunicative or unable to cooperate with testing. Dementia was found in 26% of the patients and the mean score of age-adjusted CCI was 6.32 ± 1.99. The most common admitting diagnoses were pneumonia and urinary tract infection. The mean MBI score of our patients was 46.60 ± 28.90. Discharge placements included the patient’s own home (75%), nursing home (18%) and community hospital (7%). A large proportion of pLOS patients were discharged to nursing homes (38%). Caregiver stress was present in 22% of patients and 11% required financial aid.

The results of univariate analysis of the sociodemographic and medical factors associated with pLOS are shown in Table I. A majority of the demographic variables, such as age, gender, ethnicity and type of housing, were not found to be significant. However, place of residence (p = 0.035) and discharge destination (p < 0.001), particularly discharge to community hospitals and nursing homes (collectively known as ILTC facilities), were significant factors. Caregiving and situational factors were also shown to have significant associations with pLOS, namely caregiver stress (p < 0.001), patient living alone (p = 0.002) and the need for financial aid (p = 0.005). Among the medical factors...
evaluated, CCI score was notably not associated with pLOS (p = 0.196). However, the diagnosis of dementia (p = 0.013), functional status based on MBI score (p < 0.001) and severity of acute illness as measured by SIRS (p = 0.001) were found to be significantly associated with pLOS.

The results of multivariate logistic regression analysis are shown in Table II. The main sociodemographic predictors identified were presence of caregiver stress (odds ratio [OR] 3.85, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.67–8.91; p = 0.002) and discharge to ILTC facilities (OR 9.22, 95% CI 3.56–23.89; p < 0.001). Two medical factors, severity of illness (OR 2.41, 95% CI 1.12–5.21; p = 0.025) and functional status (OR 0.98, 95% CI 0.97–0.99; p = 0.007), were associated with pLOS. Of note, discharge to ILTC facilities presented with the highest OR, followed by presence of caregiver stress.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, several factors were associated with pLOS on univariate analysis, including living alone, financial...
difficulties and a diagnosis of dementia. However, these factors did not remain statistically significant after adjustments for other covariates on multivariate logistic regression analysis. Dementia, for example, is known to be associated with poorer functional status, increased discharge disposition to nursing homes and increased caregiver stress.\textsuperscript{[28,29]} Published studies have similarly highlighted the impact of dementia on lengthened LOS in hospitals.\textsuperscript{[30]}

We surmise that dementia per se no longer emerged as significant because its contribution could have been mediated, through one or more of the independent predictors that surfaced subsequent to multivariate analysis. Patients with more severe acute illness and decreased functional ability, who were discharged to ILTC institutions and whose caregivers were under stress, were more likely to stay longer in acute hospitals. Intuitively, patients with dementia are more susceptible to impaired function and impose more strain on their caregivers, and are therefore more likely to be institutionalised. Similarly, living alone no longer emerged as significant after logistic regression, likely because it was not only being home alone, but also being functionally compromised and incapable of independent living, that had delayed hospital discharge in such patients. Therefore, it is necessary to step up efforts to improve the quality of care and community support available to elderly dementia patients and those who live on their own in spite of compromised independence.

Some factors associated with increased LOS may be potentially modifiable, but others can prove difficult to control. For instance, severity of acute illness is dependent on the nature of the acute illness, which directly affects the duration of treatment required and the overall duration of hospital stay. Nosocomial infections,\textsuperscript{[31]} which are not uncommon in older patients, may complicate a patient’s hospital stay and further increase LOS.\textsuperscript{[32]} Consistent with the extant literature, poorer functional status during hospitalisation was also associated with pLOS\textsuperscript{[42]} in our study, although the effect was very modest. A patient’s functional well-being is closely associated with his premorbid condition as well as the impact of the acute illness. Given the reduced physiological reserves in frail older patients, functional recovery can be slow and, in some cases, limited. We should bear in mind that efforts to promote functional recovery among older patients may not necessarily produce an appreciable impact vis-à-vis LOS.

Published literature has shown that the wait for placement in ILTC institutions, such as nursing homes and community hospitals, can be associated with increased LOS.\textsuperscript{[6,13]} Patient transfers to ILTC institutions may be delayed due to limited bed availability and administrative delays in the referral process. It is hoped that, as ILTC bed capacities increase in the foreseeable future,\textsuperscript{[34]} the bed crunch situation in hospitals will be eased. Additionally, discharge delays due to delayed administration of referrals may be ameliorated by careful process analysis to identify bottlenecks, if any, in information flow, communication and coordination between staff.

Communication between hospital staff, patients and their families on discharge planning has been reported to be inadequate,\textsuperscript{[35]} and some of this inadequacy is caused by the lack of engagement with patients and families during the discharge process. Therefore, early engagement with patients and families holds promise for facilitating smoother transfer between institutions. Nonetheless, given the realities of the tight bed situation in local nursing homes, increasing the availability and capability of home- and community-based interventions in home nursing and medical care, subsidies for employing foreign domestic workers and comprehensive centre-based care for seniors\textsuperscript{[36]} are avenues that should be explored to alleviate the strain on nursing homes and, consequently, decrease overall hospital LOS.

Caregiver stress is a key, potentially modifiable factor identified in our study; this finding has been supported by other studies as well.\textsuperscript{[14,18]} Caregiver stress and burden also increase the risk of institutionalisation, hospital readmission and patient abuse.\textsuperscript{[37]} Stress in caregivers often arises from problems with coping with the patient’s physical care or behaviour, financial difficulties,\textsuperscript{[27]} emotional strain and the negative impact of caregiving on the caregiver’s personal life.\textsuperscript{[38]} If not addressed, caregiver strain can exert a negative impact on patients and may also lead to the development of psychiatric comorbidities among caregivers.\textsuperscript{[39]}

Caregiver stress is usually present early during hospital admission and should hence be routinely screened for. It often arises from a mismatch between a patient’s needs and the caregiver’s ability to meet those needs, in addition to the caregiver’s own personal needs. Early intervention would allow social workers and counsellors to conduct in-depth assessments to better delineate the pain points and guide appropriate measures to address them. Specialised multidisciplinary teams\textsuperscript{[40]} would help provide longitudinal support for family caregivers following discharge from hospitals. In addition, community-based care in the form of home-care and day-care centres can be very useful in supporting working adults who have to balance work commitments with caring for their parents. Caregiver-specific programmes, such as mindfulness training,\textsuperscript{[41]} cognitive behavioural intervention\textsuperscript{[42]} and caregiver support groups, can have significant benefits for reducing stress, improving mood\textsuperscript{[43]} and enhancing quality of life for caregivers.

Our study has identified key factors associated with pLOS in hospitalised older patients; among these, at least two factors,
i.e. caregiver stress and discharge to ILTC institutions, can potentially be addressed with appropriate interventions. However, this study was not without limitations. It was a review of case records of patients admitted over a three-month period, which may not necessarily be representative of all admissions. Moreover, the study involved a retrospective case record analysis, the quality of data collected was largely dependent on the adequacy of documentation and thus susceptible to missing or incomplete information.

In conclusion, pLOS in hospitals for older patients is largely a result of multiple factors, and the main modifiable factors are the presence of caregiver stress and discharge to ILTC facilities. A pertinent follow-up initiative would be to address these factors through new service interventions and research initiatives.
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